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	This book is a tutorial for the Scala programming language, written by people
	directly involved in the development of Scala. Our goal is that by reading
	this book, you can learn everything you need to be a productive Scala programmer.
	All examples in this book compile with Scala version 2.8.1.


	Scala is an object-oriented programming language for the Java Virtual Machine. In addition to being object-oriented, Scala is also a functional language, and combines the best approaches to OO and functional programming.
	
	In Italian, Scala means a stairway, or steps indeed, Scala lets you step up to a programming environment that incorporates some of the best recent thinking in programming language design while also letting you use all your existing Java code.
	
	Artima is very pleased to publish a new edition of the best-selling book on Scala, written by the designer of the language, Martin Odersky. Co-authored by Lex Spoon and Bill Venners, this book takes a step-by-step tutorial approach to teaching you Scala. Starting with the fundamental elements of the language, Programming in Scala introduces functional programming from the practitioner's perspective, and describes advanced language features that can make you a better, more productive developer.
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Chance Discoveries in Real World Decision Making: Data-based Interaction of Human intelligence and Artificial Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006

	For this book, the editors invited contributions from indispensable research areas relevant to "chance discovery", which has been defined as the discovery of events significant for making a decision, and studied since 2000. The chapters contain contributions to identifying rare or hidden events and explaining their significance. The...
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Advances in Case-Based Reasoning: 9th European Conference, ECCBR 2008Springer, 2008

	This volume contains the papers presented at the 9th European Conference on Case-Based Reasoning (ECCBR 2008).


	Case-based reasoning (CBR) is an artificial intelligence approach whereby new problems are solved by remembering, adapting and reusing solutions to a previously solved, similar problem. The collection of previously solved...
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Building UIs with WijmoPackt Publishing, 2013

	Wijmo lets you use widgets on your websites for more flexibility and ease of use in the user interface. This book shows you how with a refreshingly logical and example-led approach that makes learning a pleasure.


	Overview

	
		Learn to configure Wijmo components for common usage scenarios
	
		Build...
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Fluid Mechanics and Thermodynamics of Turbomachinery, Fifth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2005


	Several modifications have been incorporated into the text in the light of recent

	advances in some aspects of the subject. Further information on the interesting phenomenon

	of cavitation has been included and a new section on the optimum design of

	a pump inlet together with a worked example have been added which take into account...
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Mobile Commerce : Opportunities, Applications, and Technologies of Wireless BusinessCambridge University Press, 2001

	This book provides the context, architectures, case studies, and intelligent analysis that will help the reader grasp the rapidly evolving subject of mobile commerce. May explains the technological aspects of mobile commerce to business decision makers and the business models to the technologists who design and build these electronic systems. It...
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Networks and Grids: Technology and Theory (Information Technology: Transmission, Processing and Storage)Springer, 2007
This textbook is intended for an undergraduate/graduate course on computer networks and for introductory courses dealing with performance evaluation of computers, networks, grids and telecommunication systems. Unlike other books on the subject, this text presents a balanced approach between technology and mathematical modeling. It covers networking...
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